'THIS IS NOT A HOUSE'

Hexayurt Shelter Systems Designed for Australian Conditions
Adaptable - Low-Cost - Modular - Portable

http://hbox.org/

HBox Overview
HBox temporary shelter systems are based on the open hardware Hexayurt Shelter
system design by Vinay Gupta. Designed for Australian conditions, the Hexayurt HBox
system is adaptable, portable, cost effective and can be used for numerous temporary
shelter applications.
The Hexayurt design is licensed under Creative Commons ©© in which anyone can freely
build (DIY) or mass produce commercially. Remote bush blocks, mining camp quarters,
music event housing, film production accommodation, storage sheds, children's
playhouses and outback adventure tourism shelters are potential purposes of use.
Built from 9mm construction grade CD plywood, the Hexayurt is made from standard 2.4m
X 1.2m (8' x 4') sheets. Insulated and painted with UV resistant, eco-friendly paints, also
providing protection against wood rot, termites, borer and fungal attack. The basic models,
H12, H13 and H18 use 12-18 sheets depending on the model.
Shelters are held together with cross ply foil-surfaced duct tape, and screwed together with
4"x 2" wooden blocks cut at 150 and 120 degree angles. Manufactured metal connection
brackets can also be used, bolting the shelter together. The Hexayurt is anchored to the
ground like tents. The basic flooring system uses a plastic tarp, wooden Ply floors can also
be built. The Hexayurt design is in the Buckminster Fuller lineage of using contiguous
triangles to maximize the load-bearing ability of simple structures.
The basic construction principle is to use full 2.4m x 1.2m sheets for the wall and roof
sections. Sheets cut from one corner to the opposite corner provide right triangles. Each
pair of right triangles can be assembled into an isosceles triangle that is 2.4m wide and
2.4m in height, thus forming a roof panel.

Basic H12 Design Assembly Schematic
(Image ©© http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hexayurt)

Hexayurt Basics

The H12 design (above) is the simplest Hexayurt design which is 2.4m tall, 4.8m long and
4.2m wide. It is 15 square meters in size, or 166 square feet.
The wall sections are 1.2 x 2.4m (4'x8'), 9mm ply sheets on their sides. Roof pieces are
made by cutting 1.2 x 2.4m sheets in half, on the diagonal. Insulation is based on airfow
design and heat absorbing refective insulation materials.
The Hexayurt can be made on location using a simple saw, screw drivers and 70mm
screws. The Hexayurt shelter system can also be manufactured by CNC router machines
and deployed in fat pack quantities.

Formation of an (isosceles triangle) roof panel from a 1.2m x 2.4 sheet.
(Image ©© http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hexayurt)

The Original Hexayurt Shelter Sizes

Made From 2.4m x 1.2m (8'x4') Sheets
Hexayurt Designs ©© Vinay Gupta

H12 Design

H12 - CAD Model ©© Nic Papas

H12 - 1:32 Sand Model ©© D.V. Rogers

H18 Design

H18 - CAD Model ©© Nic Papas

H18 - 1:32 Sand Model ©© D.V. Rogers

New H13 Design

H13 - CAD Model ©© Nic Papas

H13 - 1:32 Sand Model ©© D.V. Rogers

New H32 Design
498 sq ft (MegaBox)

H32 - CAD Model ©© Dylan Toymaker

H32 - 1:32 Sand Model ©© D.V. Rogers
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DISASTR Hotel, The Right to The City, University of Sydney, 2011 ©© D.V. Rogers
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